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Abstract: In the field of technology, cloud computing becomes one of the fastest and growing technology. In 
cloud computing, users enable to access their data and resources on another machine rather than local servers 
via the internet and also allows to create an application and host them. Cloud providers are Amazon web 
services(AWS), Microsoft azure and Google cloud platform(GCP). Vendors provide services to end-users 
and the services are compute, storage, networking, analytics, etc. The main objective of this paper is to 
compare the different cloud providers on the basis of some parameters which are pricing, storage, availability 
zone and compute. 
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1. Introduction

The demand for cloud services have increased rapidly in recent years result in major boom in
cloud platform user’s scalability[1].Nowadays, everybody wants to keep their data on servers or 
sometimes they want to host some applications with agility and flexibility but how to do that. First 
of all, we need to purchase a server. After that Since we have so many servers so we have to 
maintain them. But the problem is that the setup is very expensive and also troubleshooting 
problems occur. To overcome this problem a technology called "cloud computing" has been 
established. Cloud computing [2][3] refers to a technology in which there is no need to purchase 
servers anymore simply users can access services that are provided by vendors.   

List of top most cloud service providers: 
• Google cloud platform
• Amazon web services
• Microsoft azure

Amazon web services were launched in 2006 when companies didn't have any cloud computing 
model in a market. AWS is a platform that is secure and serves many services like EC2 service, 
RDS, VPC, Route 53, Load Balancer. AWS becomes one of the best service providers due to its 
flexibility, scalability, security[4], and pricing. AWS is based on the pay-as-you-go model[5][6]. 
Users of Amazon web services are Netflix, Twitch, LinkedIn, Facebook, Adobe, etc. 

Microsoft Azure is a cloud computing platform and was launched on 1 February 2010[7]. 
Microsoft azure is based on pay-per-use model which means users only need to pay only for the 
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services they used. By using the services of Microsoft azure users can easily access their data and 
transform their data. Microsoft Azure has many datacenters across the world so that vendors can 
deliver their services throughout the world. Pixel, Apple iCloud, Xerox, Samsung, eBay are the 
customers of Microsoft azure[8][9]. 
 
Google cloud platform commences its journey on April 7, 2008. Google offers services such as 
storage, compute and networking. that runs on a platform that is infrastructure-as-a-service(Iaas) 
and platform-as-a-service(Paas)[10]. Google search and YouTube are Google products. Customers 
of a Google cloud platform: PayPal, Retail, HSBC, McKesson[11]. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Cloud Service Providers 

2. Literature Review 

Pranay Dutta and Prashant Dutta(2019) proposed the study of Amazon web services(AWS)[12], 
Microsoft Azure and Google cloud platform(GCP) and give a deep dive into the comparison of 
AWS,MA and GCP on the basis of a database, management, networking and security services 
[13][14]. As stated by Synergy Research Group in the cloud infrastructure market that Amazon 
web services hold 33 percent, Microsoft Azure improved from 10 percent to 13 percent and 
Google Cloud Platform increased 5 to 6 percent. Amazon has a variety of services to offer but its 
pricing schemes are over expensive side where Microsoft azure is reliable but it lacks in the 
market in terms of development. Meanwhile, Google Cloud Platform has expertise in the 
development offers flexible discounts and specially designed for small scale businesses but it does 
not offer as many services as Amazon web service and Microsoft azure. 
 
Arabolu Chandra Sekhar and Dr. R.Praveen Sam(2015)studied Amazon web service is the world's 
most adopted cloud platform and the first vendor to enter the cloud computing market which offers 
165 services with storage, security, database, analytics, application and development services. 
Some of the services are cloud front, cloud formation, elastic compute cloud(EC2), dynamo DB, 
simple storage service, route 53, elastic cache, elastic beanstalk, etc. and the most commonly used 
services are simple storage service(s3) and Amazon EC2. Amazon web service is located in 8 
regions Singapore, Sydney, Ireland, Brazil and Amazon are planning to add five more AWS 



region in Indonesia, Japan, Spain, Italy, and South Africa. Organizations are dealing with IT 
infrastructure in a new way due to Amazon's Elastic Compute and IBM's smart cloud services. 
Amazon web service was the first cloud provider so it has more experience as compared to other 
providers and schemes of Amazon web service are flexible, agility and scalability. 
 
3. Google cloud Architecture 

 
Figure 2.  Google cloud Architecture platform (GCP)[15] 

 
Cloud computing is not innovated as technology or architecture bit it is said to be information 
technology where delivery models are provided and each and every delivery model and specific 
type of architecture to compute different type of online resources  
Services provided in such type of architecture are elastic in naute  which means on the bsiss of 
services usablity the paymenrt is been made. A cloud can be of any type like public,private or 
hybrid.when the resources are shared publically then the cloud isp rivate when the resources are 
shared privately then the cloud is public rivate when the resources are shared publically-
privatelythen the cloud is hybrid  
 

3.1 Google Load Balancer: 

Google Cloud Platform's Load Balancing simplifies the deployment [16] and seamlessly delivers 
the scale and high-availability according to our need. It can easily handle 150,000 requests per 
second [17][18] with no warm-up time and no preparation needed. Having this peace of mind has 
made a dramatic difference compared with days of configuring specialized load balancing 
hardware[19]. 
 



3.2 Google Cloud DNS: 

Google Cloud DNS is an ascendable, reliable, and managed authoritative Domain Name System 
[20] (DNS) service running on a similar infrastructure as Google. It’s low latency, high 
convenience and also cost-efficient helps to build the applications and services out there to the 
users.  

3.3 App Engine: 

Google App Engine is the Platform forthe Service and for cloud computing platform for the 
development and hosting the web applications in Google. Applications are the sand-boxed and to 
run across the multiple servers[21]. 

3.4 Google Cloud Storage: 

It is the online File Storage service, which helps users to access their data from anywhere with 
regards to the internet connection. GCS provides scalability[22] and performance with advanced 
security and sharing capabilities. 

3.5 Google Task Queues: 

GTQ let applications to perform work known as tasks, unsynchronized of user requests. If any 
applications want to perform any task in the background then task adds task to task queues 
 
4. Features Cloud Computing  

1. On Demand Service 
2. Compatibility 
3. Portability 
4. Elastic in Nature 
5. Backup  
6. Recovery 
7. Economical 
8. Easy Maintenance 
9. Pay as you go 
10. Security 

 
5.    Comparison: 
 



Availability zone: The availability zone gives a capability for customers to build highly available 
applications in a region. Each availability zone consists of one or more datacenters and they are 
independent[23]. 
 
Storage: Storage is one of the main factors in cloud computing. To store and manage data is like a 
[24][25]big challenge, hosting websites online, delivery of content or distribution, etc. this takes a 
lot of space so what will be the better way? 
Amazon provides a way to store data effectively and in a good manner by using "Simple Storage 
Service(S3)". Simple storage service deliver safe and secure object storage to the organization.  
 
Sometimes some applications need shared file storage and that application can be accessed by 
many computers at the same time[26][27] but building own storage file system can be very 
expensive and consuming lots of time. So a better way to this using the "Amazon Elastic File 
System". Elastic File System manages all the infrastructure and automatically makes space for 
files as adding or removing files. In EFS, we only pay for the space our files use. 
 
Microsoft Azure: Blob storage and data lake storage are the services that are given by Microsoft 
azure. Blob storage is a collection of binary data it can be anything like image, text, audio, etc. For 
big data applications, the Data Lake store has been used. In data lake store data can be stored in a 
native format. Data lake store is based on pay-as-per-use. SQL Database, Database for MySQL 
[28]and database for Postgre SQL are three SQL based options. Microsoft provides backup service 
and site recovery service and archive.  
 
Google storage: 
Google cloud platform has less number of storage services as compared to Microsoft azure and 
Amazon web services. From the database side, Google cloud platform has SQL based which is 
Cloud SQL. Cloud Spanner is a relational database that is used for mission-critical workloads. 
Having two NoSQL options: Cloud Bigtable and Cloud Datastore. google cloud platform does not 
support backup and archive services[29]. 
 
Pricing: 
Amazon web services has a flexible pricing model. AWS takes charges only for the resources 
which we using. In AWS, we pick more services by paying less[30]. Microsoft azure consist of 
three types of subscription are free, pay-as-you-go and member offers. Pay-as-you-go describes 
that the user pays on a monthly basis for services and resources. Member offers like MSDN 
Platform subscribers, Visual Studio subscribers, etc are designed to reduced rates for services. 

 
6. Conclusion 

In today's hi-tech competitive world, at every seconds users are generating various types of data 
over the internet. Day by day  and second by second this data is growing at rapid rate. At present 
scenario 2.5 quintillion bytes of data is generated in 24 hours of single day. So we need better tool 
to handle and manage data because storage of data will be  major issue. So in this paper we have 



discussed about cloud technology where data is backed on virtual machine along with the 
architecture ,advantages and comparison 
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